Abstract-This paper present a new simplification algorithm named EQEM which is based on the QEM algorithm to simplify geometry model with texture. The algorithm used a new framework to integrate geometry and texture factor into simplification process. In the framework, an error metric descriptor is described in detail. Firstly, Gauss curvature of the vertex should be calculated to assure good geometry similarity. Then, the descriptor take into account the visual importance in the simplification. In this way, we introduce a method of edge detection algorithm in image processing, which use mallat wavelet method to quickly extract the distinct edges from a texture image. Also, we compute the color distance of the vertices which are not belonged to any edges as the supplement of the metric descriptor. Experiment prove the simplification can make the sharp-simplified model keep similar appearance. For the descriptor is extended from the QEM error metric and can also be calculated by matrix multiplication, the algorithm is with high efficiency. After all, for all the parameters in the error metric formula are adjustable, algorithm can fit for different type of the mesh models and simplification scale.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
With the development of modeling technology, to achieve the realistic effect, in computer graphics, computer aided design and virtual reality, geometry model become more and more complex with great number of polygons, which led to the complexity of the data exceed the power of graphics hardware.
Therefore, a variety of techniques and algorithms to simplify models have been proposed. For the same object in the scene, we can use model with different details in different viewpoint, Once a model is used for rendering, other detailed models will not stay in the memory. The reason is that the simplified models with important visual features can guarantee the realistic visual effects, while complex scenes can increase the rendering speed and easily managed.
In the interactive visualization, virtual reality and other fields, this model has been widely used. The most basic technology in the new model generating is model simplification.
From the 90's in 20th century, scholars have began to study the simplified algorithm of geometric model. [1, 2, 3] Simplified algorithm can be classified to the method based on vertex clustering [4, 5, 6] , incremental simplified method [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , sampling method [12] and adaptive subdivision method [13] . However, these algorithms are designed mainly from the view of geometric, not taking into account the visual characteristics of model, which can only generate model without maintenance of important visual characteristics. This will cause severe deformation of the model appearance when the simplification level is great and even can not be simplified for more sharp level.
We found that appearance features of models is directly related with geometric characteristics, texture and color features. Sometimes, parts in a model with great change in the geometry may not produce same scale changes in appearance. For example, some small triangles are combined to be a complex part, with insignificant color change. If these triangles are deleted, from the visual appearance, the model change not so much, but the geometry has change a lot. Meanwhile, if some parts in a model with great texture change be deleted, it may lead to great appearance changes Therefore, simplification algorithm of a model should not only aim at make good geometry similarity, but also try to make the simplified models with more similar appearance. According to the object, an algorithm should to be able to measure change in appearance and simplify the model according to the measurement. Basic geometry simplified algorithm should be optimized to integrate the simplification descriptor with some visual metric, thus to make simplification with better results.
A. Main Contribution
1) Extension of geometric error metric: Our algorithm is based on vertex distance measurement of QEM algorithm, using Gaussian curvature of each vertex with considering triangle area among the adjacent vertices of each vertex, coming to a composite curvature effect factor to optimize the geometry error metric;
2) Visual feature preserved based on texture edge: We use improved Mallat wavelet edge detection operator to extract edge from texture images to generate gray image, which could quickly extract enough texture edge, and applied in the measurement visual error;
3) Visual feature preserved based on Non-texture edge: We use the value of the color space in original images, calculating color difference of non-texture edge. It can avoid some visual impact coming from color difference in large-scale non-texture edge area; 4) Semi-automatic adaptation: According to different coefficient values, different edge collapse weights can be applied in the simplification, which is significant for the geometric models with different styles and different texture features; Fig. 1 Models with thousand hundreds triangles are hard to render in a common personal computer. Key solution is to simplify the model to reduce the geometry complexity. In the simplification, we need to keep the result have similar visual appearance.
In the above group of geometric models, there are 860,810 triangles. If observe them in multi-level scales, multiple scales simplification of model is need. And it is particularly important to preserve the overall appearance of the model in the process of simplification. Our simplified algorithm both considers texture and geometric features, which can produce simplified models in a short time with high quality.
B. Organization
First, related algorithms are reviewed in model simplification. Then we introduced the framework of this algorithm, and come to the main part of the algorithm. After that, we introduce our algorithm in detail. The following part is the experiment and analysis. Some important descriptors appearing in the article are listed in the following Color intensity values of the individual triangular Drgb(v1, v2) Euclidean distance between vertices V1 and V2 Metric(v1, v2) Color distance between vertex V1 and V2
C. Related works
Edge collapse method is put forward by Hoppe [2] in 1993. Its key idea is to determine the order of edge collapse and position of new vertex, which is one of an incremental simplification. Edge collapse algorithm has many advantages, such as: ① the quality of the simplified model is better. ②robustness make it easily carried out in any topology structure. ③ Most of the holes in the surface model can be closed, thus changing the topology, coming to be a substantial simplification. ④ produce different models of scale, easy to switch seamlessly between each other.
Based on Hoppe's edge collapse theory, there are many improved algorithms. Hoppe proposed a progressive mesh algorithm, which to describe polygon models as one of the most coarse mesh and a series of vertex split (the inverse operation of edge collapse) operations. In real-time rendering process, models of different complexity can be generated by successive adding details. Simplification algorithm uses the error metric of energy equation, which also added a measure of non-geometric features and non-continuous curve factor. In this method, the quality is very good, but implementation is difficult, always consuming long time, and not allowing to change topology.
Qslim [10] algorithm achieves a balance between quality, speed and robustness. In every operation, edge with minimum error is selected, using Q matrix of two vertices to produce Q matrix of the new vertex. The algorithm is simple, speedy and with high quality, allowing holes closed and objects merging.
Cohen's APS [11] (Appearance Preserving Simplification) samples the color and position independently with surface, and storing them in the texture and the vector map. If the edge collapse lead to the projection 2D screen offset of surface color, vector or position of the imaging geometry exceeds the permissible error range the collapse operation is stopped.
Garland [3] in 1997 present an algorithm based on quadratic error metric (Quadric Error Metric),which is also an edge collapse simplification algorithm. He use square of the distance of vertex to the associated triangle plane as the measurement of error computing, which is fast and can generate high-quality simplified model. But QEM algorithm's error judgment standard is some unitary, sometimes the details of the model surface which represent the key characteristics disappear after simplification.
Johnson and Hebert use edge contraction and edge splitting operations to achieve the simplification. The simplification added in a net surface vertex uniform criteria in addition to the geometry shape preservation. This kind of mesh Simplification not only fit for threedimensional data registration in computer vision, but also can be used in the local characteristics computing of surfaces. But, it is time-consuming and is not flexible enough.
Garland and Heckbert [3] use quadric error function in mesh simplification algorithm based on the proposed generalized error function in Object surface mesh model simplification which is with Color and texture, based on quadric error function. The method maintain texture and color information in a mapping method, which attached texture and color information in each vertex, and the vertex coordinates and color information changing meanwhile. This method are difficult to implement, for the is data structure is quite complicated.
Garland etc [5] directly calculate total error E to assess simplification errors. In the proposed algorithm, if one vertex can be removed is determined by the root mean square of distance from the vertex to all its related triangles satisfies the accuracy condition. The algorithm achieved good results in multi-level of detail generating and is fast, but the error is only a relative value, having not a clear geometric meaning.
Cignoni [16] proposed simplification methods which can maintain surface color and other details of the net surface. These two methods used texture mapping method to maintain the appearance of the object.
Lindstrom [17] proposed a simplified algorithm based on image. Image-based descriptor calculate difference in the image of the model before and after operation for each step, which can integrate the different characteristics of the model (such as geometry, texture, color, etc. ) perfectly. The resulting simplified model geometry and visual quality are high, but it cost too much calculation and can not be implemented in a PC computer.
In this paper, we use the edge collapse algorithm as the topology operation method. QEM error metric descriptor is extended. Curvature of vertex is computed as measured as a weight of error. In order to maintain similarity in visual effect, we take use of a edge detection method on the original texture image which is used widely in image processing, to extract the edge of the image, and then calculate the importance of each edge of the geometry .Eventually we can get a general error descriptor to instruct the process of edge collapse. The performance and effect is proved good.
II. A SIMPLIFIED FRAMEWORK TO MAINTAIN THE

APPEARANCE
In this paper, the simplification algorithm flow to preserve the appearance is as follows:
1) Extract Gaussian curvature of each vertex, taking into account the sum of neighboring triangles area of each vertex;
2) The texture of the original image is preprocessed, using improved Mallat wavelet edge detection operator to extract edge of the texture image, generating gray image;
3) Mapping gray image and the original mesh data, each vertex can have a brightness values. Computing the area of the triangle around the vertex as weight, the edge brightness factor value is easily calculated; 4) Calculate the color difference of non-texture edge vertices using original image color space value, acquiring the metric value of color difference; 5) According different models with different texture features, using different coefficient values to calculate the final edge collapse weights of each edge, getting out a collapse order for each vertex; 6) Execute EQEM algorithm, each edge collapse using the order produced in the step 5, implementing the simplification until reaching the required level of simplification;
III. GEOMETRY ERROR DESCRIPTOR
QEM method is first raised by Garland [3] , to efficiently represent the sum of square of distance from a vertex to a group of plane. He define the equation of a plane as
to the plane can be described as:
This is a quadric form, with a linear item and a constant. It can be write as
, the surface of Q(v) is a quadric surface. He use a 3*3 matrix and three-vector b and a scalar to express it:
The extensible form of the formula is involving the weight as:
w is weight value. Through i w , we can extend the formula flexibly to get specific formula. Garland 's QEM is a fast speed algorithm, because it encapsulate all the compute step with a quadric form, and the computing can be transformed to be the original matrix process which is fast in the CPU computing. The initial value of each vertex such as the quadric error value can be acquired in the preprocess, which can save time further. The simplification effect on the geometry maintenance is mainly acquired by the sum of square of distance from every vertex to the plane around it. It is with a lot of problems, such as shown below: Fig. 2 There are some fallback in the traditional QEM algorithm, which can result in geometry morphing.
As showed in this figure, if using QEM algorithm, when we compute next collapse vertex related to B, A will be the first choice for A is nearest from B, then AB edge will be firstly collapsed. Obviously, this will result in the loss of the border, making a poor simplification result.
Similarly, in the QEM algorithm, some narrow face as ABD is very easily collapsed for the short edge in it, which can lead to more significant shape distortions.
So, this method can be optimized in many ways. In the paper, we extend it in weight of curvature of vertex and maintenance of texture appearance.
A. boundary maintenance
In the mesh simplification, a very important issue is to maintain the geometry's boundary, which can usually give the vertex on the border a high weight to avoid decimated early. There are many related work to optimize the boundary maintenance handling. In this regard, we are here not taking into account it a factor, because later we can maintain the similarity of appearance with a texture processing algorithm aimed at maintaining the boundaries of texture. While the texture boundary and geometric borders, in most cases, are very consistent, that is visually consistent to a certain extent, to make the algorithm more efficient and faster, we did not do any additional processing.
B. Curvature
Curvature is a descriptor to represent geometry shape of the model surface. It can accurately reflect the change rule on the geometry surface and quantize detail of information on the surface.
The following diagram describes the curvature with a large number of significant changes in the surface of the geometric model. We can see the big change of surface curvature play a very important role in maintaining the basic appearance of a geometric shape. If edges of the surfaces were removed not in a right order, the simplification loss is very large. Fig. 3 There are a lot of models with triangles whose curvature changed acutely. These triangles usually are in low priority to be deleted.
For every quadric surface in the Euclidean space R 3 , there are two kind of curvature: Gaussian curvature and mean curvature. To compute the curvature of a vertex, the intersection plane of surface and the normal vector at the vertex need to be acquired first. The intersection is a plane curve, with a curvature; If taking into account of other tangent vector, the curvature can be changed with two extremes: maximum and minimum curvature, which is called principal curvature k1 and k2, the extreme direction is principal direction.
Gaussian curvature of a vertex on the surface, which is the product of two principal curvatures of the vertex can be an accurate representation of the curvature of the vertex on the surface. Its calculation is relatively simple.
The vertices on the surface are mapped to the center of a unit ball, the normal's endpoints are mapped to the sphere surface, so the vertex on the surface and point of the sphere can have a correspondence, called Gauss mapping. The geometric meaning of Gaussian curvature is the limitation of the dividing result of sphere surface area to local area on the curved surface. We can see that the Gaussian curvature does reflect the curvature of local curved surface.
Typically, in vertex merging, firstly it is needed to calculate QEM value for each vertex, and then merge vertices by the order step by step. Although we consider these error values can approximate the geometric error of the vertices, simplifying the model according to the order will not always lead to a desired good result.
For error metric is primarily based on the distance between the vertices. Vertex in the short edge will be first considered in the merging process, short side will be the first collapsed. However, if merging of the two vertices lead to dramatic changes in geometry, visual result is also not satisfactory.
For example, a separate long thin triangle will disappear as its neighbor edges are collapsed. But this disappearance is very distinct, even if QEM algorithm returns a very small error value.
In order to taking into account the influence of triangle area in calculating Gaussian curvature of vertices, we have introduced a triangle area computing in the mesh into Gaussian curvature formula.
We first compute area of adjacent surface of each vertex, then calculate the sum of vertex angle of the corresponding vertex. Combination of these two values can be used to represent the Gaussian curvature of the vertex.
If sum of all the adjacent area of all triangles around a vertex is large, the relative curvature is small. After the merging, the left vertices' Gaussian curvature need to be re-calculated, which is a recursive process.
Gaussian curvature for an edge can be easily calculated as sum of the two vertices. This Gaussian curvature is one of measurements of collapse weight. Combined with QEM algorithm, we can get a more accurate measurement method to compute the edge collapse error metric.
Our formula to compute the Gaussian curvature of the mesh surface is: After edge collapse, new topology is generated and the adjacent triangle and area need to be calculated again, to acquire Gaussian curvature of all the vertices.
After one edge collapse, V9 is deleted and the V8's topology is changed, so the Gaussian curvature of V8 is to be recalculated. Then, we present our edge collapse cost function with curvature weight:
; For the edge E(v1,v2), the collapse cost can be computed as
IV. ERROR DESCRIPTOR OF TEXTURE FEATURE
From the standpoint of computer vision，the color can create stronger visual impact on human eyes than that of shape. In the texture image, the part with color changed dramatic can bring more visual impact. These places often contain important visual information, need to be retained in high priority. We take use of edge detection techniques to get information on these areas and formed a gray image, named as middle image. The middle image has the same size as the original texture. Each pixel intensity can reflect the color change on the corresponding position of texture image. Intensity means change degree and also can represent the visual importance. In the simplification, the region with great intensity should be handled with much lower priority.
We have to do the work, first of all here is to find areas of rapid change.
A. Edge extraction from image
The traditional edge detection algorithm uses edge detection operators, such as the Laplacian operator, Sobel operator or Kirsch operator to extract noise signal and edge signal indiscriminately from the original image. Above operators are based on difference operator, using change of first order and second order directional derivative to detect the edge.
Edge of the image is the discontinuity of the local features. Because the wavelet transform is sensible of singular signal, and is with good positioning performance in time domain and frequency domain, we can use wavelet to locate singular points by using singularity Analysis, thus reaching he purpose of edge detection.
Mallat wavelet edge detection operator is proposed by Mallat in 1992, based on the Canny detection operator [15] , is a multi-scale wavelet transform method that can be used to signal singularity analysis and image edge detection. The basic idea is a gradient form of wavelet transform.
In order to detect image edge, Mallat proposed a gradient form of wavelet transform. We summarized it as follows:
Let θ (x, y) for the two-dimensional smoothing function, as a wavelet base function. Define the horizontal wavelet function Image ' s two-dimensional wavelet transform along horizontal and vertical direction is actually the gradient (scale as s) of image f (x, y) smoothed by function θ (x, y). Because the maximum value detection method based on Mallat wavelet edge detection algorithm can only find coarse edge with too much detail, it can not fit the requirement of extracting single pixel edge from texture images. So, we need to reduce noise of the image, mainly to remove the point whose maximum value decreases rapidly as the scale increase. Thus, we choose the Eligible maximum value and acquire corresponding edge point. We need to compute average of Modulus maxima whose scale is 1, to be the threshold value. If the Modulus maxima is larger than the threshold, the point can be treated as edge points to be selected. If the Modulus maxima is smaller than the threshold, the point can be Filtered out. The formula of threshold is as followed:
Width, Height are the width and height of image. N is the total number of pixels of the whole image. Constant k is determined from the experience. We try to make the threshold value some large, as long as to ensure the critical edge can be saved.
As shown below: The result is a gray image, in it each pixel can find the corresponding pixel on the original image, and they have a pixel value as A(r,g,b). The value is larger, the degree of color changing on the corresponding original image pixel more intense, more likely to be the edge points. Because real-time generation of the gray image is a time consuming work, we saved the gray image as a external file, and make it have same texture mapping coordinates with the original model. For each vertex, we can acquire its brightness value from the coordinates corresponding to the original texture. The brightness value of the vertex is its brightness weight, we recorded this measure as L_value(v).
Since we have only every vertex's brightness weight, we need to compute the brightness weight of every edge on the geometry. While in the process of edge collapse, the collapsed or to be collapsed edge can change with the change of vertex, we will always face new edge because of the new created vertex. New edge's value need to be computed again, which can not be computed before, will greatly add the complexity of the algorithm. We need a simple method to compute the cost. Fig. 8 Mapping of triangle on the geometry to the middle image.
We also found that, if we only use L_value(v) to define edge color weight of two vertices, there would be some error. For instance, some triangles area is big enough in certain part of the mesh, but they are deleted in high priority. In fact, these triangles played great role in maintaining the visual appearance. We can see from the followed Fig.   Fig. 9 Some narrow triangles take great role in keeping the appearance similarity of the models.
Some big area triangles are deleted to make big crack in the model, which can bring out bad visual effect.
For a vertex Vi, we take into account all the vertices belonging to the surrounded triangles of Vi, compute the sum of all of these vertex' brightness weight and triangle area. Firstly, we compute each triangle Tj's geometry area and the projection area on the middle map. The formula is as follows:
is a triangle's brightness value, ) sumLight(j is a function to output the sum of pixel ' s brightness value on the middle map of the triangle(j).; S(j)is the geometry area of the triangle(j); T(j)is the area on the middle map of triangle(j);
When we calculate the vertex color weight, we did not only consider the pixel brightness value in the gray image which is coming from the edge detection, we also needed to take into account the relationship of vertex with its adjacent vertices and its belonged triangle's area to decide the simplification order. This kind of Linear method would not be with too much ambiguity(for the sum of color strength value of adjacent pixels is a average value, usually can represent the visual feature of certain part of the mesh), on the other hand, the speed of algorithm could be improved.
For each edge, its weight value is sum of
When edge collapsing, if vertex v1 is merged into v2, the texture feature will be added into vertex v2. This computation doesn't need iterative step, so the speed is very fast.
B. Difference of edge texture
Because the edge of the texture map only takes a very small part of the whole image, there are many some of which may contain change in color not so evident, but still can bring fourth visual difference. Generally speaking, if an texture of the two vertex of a edge is quite different, the visual influence for the edge's deletion will certainly greater than the deletion of edge with small difference between the vertices.
We raised a concept of edge texture difference. Using the original texture image as the color space, R,G,B as the axis of the color space, every color is corresponding to a point in the color space. The difference with two color is larger, the distance between these two point is longer. So, the color black(0,0,0) and while(255,255,255) have the longest distance.
We assume that the color has four components: red, green, blue and alpha values. The scope of these components are 0-255. Because in this metric, the distance between the color space may reach 500, so we need to normalize the distance. This color distance is in the 0-1. For vertices v1, v2, we define the color distance between them as Drgb (v1, v2).
When measure the edge texture difference, we should be aware that, if three are two triangle with complete same color value of each vertex, the triangle 's color may be quite different for the length of the edge is quite different. This is because in OpenGL rendering, a triangle need only three texture coordinate, other pixel value can be acquired with linear interpolation method by the three vertices' color value.
Euclidean distance of Vertices is d = SQRT (Σ (xi1-xi2) ^), where i = 1,2 .. n.
Usually Euclidean distance could be considered as the similarity of the signal. The closer of the distance is as the greater of the similarity. Meanwhile the signal is more easily to interfere with each other and resulting higher error rate. Here, we used the Euclidean distance to measure the mutual relationship between vertices.
So, we take the edge length as the important factor in judging the edge texture difference. Edge length can be calculated as Euclid distance, color distance can using the color difference value described above. For the two factor differs in the metric unit, we must multiple a coefficient to keep the magnitude is same. The edge texture difference formula is :
is color distance in color space, θ is a constant.
C. texture error metric descriptor
Now we need to define the relationship of two texture descriptor and general descriptor. We can represent the model's edge by the brightness value in the middle image which comes from the edge detection. Edge texture difference is the color difference of inner point of the image. Obviously, result of edge detection will have higher weight. There is existing a percentage value of two descriptors. From the experiments, we found that for the different texture image, the percentage value is not always same. For the image with not clear edge, we should increase the edge weight, and for those with clear edge shape, increasing the weight of edge texture difference can make good effect. The general formula is as :
Integrated with the geometry descriptor, we can acquire the final error descriptor of edge collapse as:
In implementation, for the can be calculated beforehand, this descriptor can be acquired very quickly, and the simplification algorithm come to be efficient.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULT
Our algorithm used C + +, OpenGL to experiment, implemented on windows operating system. We named our algorithm as E-QEM. With the algorithm, we simplified some typical 3D mesh model, and compared the results with the QEM algorithm. Experiment is on a PC machine with Intel Pentium 4, 2.9 GHz CPU and 1GB memory.
A. Generality and Robustness
EQEM algorithm is able to applied to a variety of geometric models. Grid model should have adequate information such as coordinates of vertices, vertex properties, surface properties, material color and texture. We have a format converter for models of various formats to be transformed as the general format. All the Object will be triangulated. For the models without texture, we could also be only for the material side of the color difference between colors to be simplify them according to the difference of edge's material color.
Because the algorithm is expanded from QEM, the speed is very fast, and Parameters can be adjusted. When we handled different types of models, we could define a best configuration by the parameter adjusting. The fallback is the parameter is defined by man, not selfadjusting according to the models.
B. Speed
Biggest difference between QEM and EQEM in implementation is the use of several weight parameters. Since we use the weight parameters to computing in linear time, it will not produce a great time consumption. We use a common model of cow and ship to the compare speed. We found that, at the same level of simplification, the execution speed is not changed much.
C. Geometry similarity comparison
The difference between E-QEM and QEM algorithm is curvature and texture weight factor is taken into account in the E-QEM, which will result in the different order of edge collapse. To compare the geometry similarity, we use distance to characterize the comparability. We take the Metro tool [16] to compute the distance between the models before and after simplification. The distance is Hausdorff unidirectional distance. We take two model for this test and compared the two algorithms. Simplification ratio is from 0.1 to 0.8. We took a building model with 13415 triangle as test data. From the Fig.12 , we can see that in the Hausdorff distance measurement, the two algorithm is with little difference, which can prove that the EQEM algorithm can meet the actual requirement in geometry similarity. 
D. Appearance maintenance
The original mesh model contains 14905 triangles. After 80% simplification, there have 3560 triangles. From the Fig.14, we can see that, although the simplification ratio is very high, the result model have still kept quite good appearance. The Texture boundaries part are kept mostly, because after using of the middle map coming from the edge detection, the edge with high weight are not easily be collapsed. The result proved that the method in the paper can provide good visual effect after simplification while maintaining the geometry shape. 
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a new error metric descriptor in simplification algorithm based on the QEM Algorithm. Curvature is taken into account as a weight factor to extend the QEM error metric descriptor. Also, through the edge detection on the original texture image, we can calculate the visual importance weight for every edge in the geometry. The new descriptor can ensure a more reasonable order of edge collapse and make the simplified model with quite good shape appearance and visual similarity.
We have a lot work to do next in the automatic parameter setting. For the need of automatic simplification process, we need a adaptive system which can get knowledge from the original model to decide which composition condition is the best in the EQEM algorithm. This need some pattern recognition and machine study method, and can be a very promising research. 
